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T . B. ruopi!o6UaHU - YcJI06UJI ¢opMUp06aHUJI aJibnuikKOU cmpyKmypw Ce6epo-3anaOHOi!O Ka6Ka -
3a. 8blliCHeHbl 3aKOHOMepHOCTH BHyTpeHHero CTpOeHHll aJJbnHiiCKOH CKJia.ll'laTOH CTpyKrypbl. noKa-
3aHO, 'ITO O.llHOH H3 xapaKTepHbiX ee '!epT JIBJilleTCJI JIHHeHHOCTb H BbiTliHYTOCTb B CeBepo-Jana,llHOM 
HanpaBJieHHH, a TaKliCe IOf0-3ana,llHall BepreHTHOCTb CKJia,llOK . .l{pyroii BaliCHOH OCOOeHHOCTbiO JTOfO 
perHOHa JIBJilleTCJI 30HaJibHOCTb ero CKJ!a,ll'laTOH CTpyKrypbi B nonepe'IHOM ce'leHHH, Bbipa3HBWaliCJI B 
3aKOHOMepHOM CHHlKeHHH HHTeHCHBHOCTH CKJia,ll'laCTOCTH C IOfO-Jana.n Ha CeBepO-BOCTOK. YcTaHOB
JieHO WHpOKOe pa3BHTHe B npe.neJiax IOli<HOfO CKJIOHa HHTe1'41epeHI(HOHHbiX CKJia,ll'!aTbiX CTJ>YKTYP· 
8biJIBJieHO pacnOJIOliCeHHe B npOCl'paHCTBe H KHHeMaTHKa pa3HOB03paCTHbiX H pa3H006pa3HbiX no 
MaCWTa6y pa3pbiBHbiX HapyweHHH. PeKOHCTpyHpOBaHbl YCJIOBHJI cj>opMHpOBaHHJI COBpeMeHHOii CKJia,ll
'laTOH CTPYKTYPbl noro peruoHa. noKaJaHo, 'ITO s ee o6pa3oBaHHH se.nywaJI poJib npHHa.llJ!eliCHT TaH
reHUHaJJbHbiM CHJiaM, OpHeHTHpOBaHHbiM C IOro-Jana,lla Ha cesepo-BOCTOIC H B03HHKaiOIUHX B pe3yJibTaTe 
no.no.nsuraHHll "'epHOMopcKo-3aKaBKa3JCOro cpe.nHHHoro MaccHBa no.n Eonbwoii KaBKaJ. YCTaHosne
HO H3MeHeHHe HanpaBJieHHJI nJiaHa 3TOH .necj>opMal(HH OT cesepo-BOCTO'IHOfO Ha cy6MepH.llHOHaJibHOC. 
TaKoe no.no.nsHraHHe, sepoliTHO, Bbi3BaHo c6JIHliCeHHeM ApaBHiicKoii nJIHTbl H CKHcj>cKoii nJiaTcj>opbl, 
npoHCXO.llliiUero B Te'!eHHe a.n&nHiicJCoro l(HKJia pa3BHTHll Cesepo-3ana.nHoro KaBJCaJa. 

Abstract. Regularities of the inner structure of the Alpine edifice of North-Western Caucasus are 
found out. It is demonstrated that the main characteristic feature of this structure is the domination of 
lineations and elongation in north-west direction as well as the south-west vergency of the folds. An
other peculiarity of this region is the zonality of the folded structure revealed by decrease of intensity of 
folding from South-West to North-East. A wide distribution of interference folding structures is estab
lished within the limits of the Southern slope. The conditions of formation of the present structure are 
reconstructed. The leading role of tangential forces, oriented from South-West to North-East, is re
vealed; they occured as a result of underthrusting of the Black Sea - Transcaucasian Median Mass 
under the Great Caucasus. A change of the deformation plan from North-East to submeridional is 
established. Such underthrusting might be controlled by the rapprochement of the Arabian plate to the 
Scythian platform during the Alpine stage of evolution of the North-Western Caucasus. 

Introduction 

North-Western Caucasus represents the western termination of the Greater Cauca
sian meganticlinorium which is separated from the adjacent tectonic units by large 
faults of long evolution (Fig. l). To the north, the western-Kuban foredeep is lo
cated, which overlays the epigenetic Scythian platform, and to the south - the Adler 
depression, that represents the northern marginal part of the Black Sea -
Transcaucasian Median mass. 
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Fig. I. Structural sketch of the North-Western Caucasus 
I- West-Kubanian foredeep; 2- Black Sea-Transcaucasian Median Mass, Meganticlinorium of the 
North-Western Caucasus. Structural stages; 3- pre-Jurassic; 4- Lower- Middle Jurassic; 5- Upper 
Jurassic- Eocene; 6- Oligocene- Lower Miocene and Middle- Upper Miocene; 7- Upper Mi
ocene- Lower Pliocene and Middle- Upper Pliocene; 8- Part of Adler depression overlapped by 
meganticlinorium structures; 9 - synclinal axes; 10 - stage boundaries; II - large, long-living faults 
demarcating meganticlinorium from adjacent tectonic units: A - Akhtirian; P - Primorski; I2 -
Primorski fault within the limits of Black Sea (deduced geophysically); I3- faults demarcating struc
tural facies zones; 14- intrazonallongitudinal and diagonal faults; I5- low-angle overthrust; I6-
submeridional transcurrent faults: M - Moldavian; D - Dgankhotian; T - Tuapse; PA - Pshikho· 
Adler; 17 - geostructural profile lines . The studied territory is shown on the inset map. 

Linear structures of various orders and age, extending south-westwards and 
composing seven structural stages, take part in the tectonic structure of the 
meganticlinorium (see Fig. l ). The Alpine structure of the North-Western Caucasus 
consists mainly of two stages: Lower-Middle Jurassic stage represented by terrig
enous sandy-argillaceous deposits and Upper Jurassic - Eocene stage built up of 
carbonate-terrigenous flysch sequences. Other stages are of limited spreading. 

Rupture dislocations of diverse orientation and age are widespread in the stud
ied region. By their position, relative to the direction of fold structure, they are di
vided into longitudinal and diagonal. The first ones represent mainly upthrusts, and 
the second ones- strike-slip faults (see Figs. l, 2). The longitudinal tectonic struc
ture is built up of submeridional transversal long-lived faults , which controlled the 
stepped structure of the region. 

Nowadays two contradictory opinions exist about the mechanism of formation 
of the North-Western Caucasian tectonic structure as well as of the Greater Caucasus, 
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and namely the fixist (ill on n o, 1978) and mobilistic ones. Followers of the last one 
assume that the fold structure is formed as a result of underthrusting of the Black 
Sea - Transcaucasian Median mass under the Greater Caucasus (M H n a -
H 0 B C K H H, X a H H, 1963; TI. fa M K penH ,ZI.3 e, 11. fa M K penH A 3 e, 1975, 
1977; A A aM H .11, 1977). Nevertheless, some important features were not taken into 
consideration up to now, when discussing the conditions of folding. For studying 
regularities of the inner pattern of the fold structure of this region, we have drawn 
derailed geological-structural profiles (scale l: I 000) across the strike of folding; they 
are given .in Fig. 2. 

Fold structure 

As a result of detailed studies, some peculiarities of the tectonic structure of the 
meganticlinorium are revealed (rHo pro 6 H a H H, 3 aKa p a .11, 1989). Highly com
pressed, asymmetric folds tilted or overturned to the south-east (see Fig. 2, III, IV) 
constituted the Lower-Middle Jurassic stage. One of the most characteristic features 
is the fold system that consists of folds of different rank (order). Linear folds of three 
orders and of north-western strike are distinguished. The width of the major (first
order) folds is 1.7- 5 km, that of the minor (second-order) folds- 0.3- 1 km, and 
the width of the third-order folds is up to 100 m. Another peculiarity of the inner 
structure of this stage is the regularly chl:}ngeable character of folding in transverse 
direction. To the south, between the Lower-Middle Jurassic and Upper Jurassic
Eocene stages, an angular unconformity is obse~ed (see Fig. 2, III). To the north, 
between these stages, a parallel unconformity is marked: both stages are dislocated 
in a similar manner and are dipping gently (20-30°) northwards. These facts enable 
us to assume that the intensity of folding diminished in the cross section from the 
south-west to the north-east. 

The Upper Jurassic - Eocene stage is built up of structures of various size, 
morphology and orientation (Fig. 2). Folds of definite morphological type and inten
sity of compression in the common structure of the region form zones of common 
Caucasian extension (Fig. 4A). In the cross-section of the region, from the south
west to the north-east, four zones are distinguished, and namely, zones of intensely, 
modarately, and weakly compressed folds, and a monoclinal zone. The first one is 
characterized by intensely compressed, similar to isoclinal, folding. The degree of 
fold compression is 45-50 %, and the width ranges from 1 to 3 kg. To the extreme 
south-east of the region, structures of this zone along the low-angle (20°) overthrust 
are partly overlapping the Adler depression (Fig. 1 ). In the zone of moderately com
pressed folding, the degree of compression is 30-35 %. The width is from 3 to 6 km. 
The zone of weak compression is characterized by low deformation of the sequences 
- 10-20 % compression. These are 10 km wide typical brachyform folds. Folds, 
that developed in these three zones are asymmetric, tilted or overturned south-west
wards. The monoclinal zone is the area of bedding that gently dips north-east and is 
often complicated by kink-shaped flexures. Therefore, one of the characteristic fea
tures of the Upper Jurassic - Eocene stage is the zonality of its fold structure in 
cross-section, expressed in consequent replacement of intense folding by moderate 
and then weak one. Highly-compressed linear folding that developed in the first two 
zones, is replaced to the north-east by slightly elongated typical brachyform folds, 
passing into the gently dipping monoclinal to the north-east. 

Presence of fold structures of rather peculiar morphology is also characteristic 
of this region. They have anomalous, sub latitudinal strike and developed within the 
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Fig. 2. Geo-structural profiles of the North-Western Caucasus. 
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Fig. 3. A. Sketch for the geological structure of the territory with development of interference folding 
1- Paleogene; 2- Cenomanian-Santonian stages; 3- Lower Cretaceous and Combined Campanian
Danian stages; 4- Lower- Middle Jurassic; 5- anticlinal and synclinal axes of nearly latitudinal and 
south-western strike; 6 - rupture dislocations; 7- transcurrent faults: D- Dzankhotian; T- Tuapse. 
B. Experiments on modelling of interference folding. 
I - initial model; II - after the first stage of compression; III- after the second stage of compression 
at an angle of 45"; black layers - petrolatum, white - petrolatum, kaolin, arrows-compression direc
tion. 

band of Cretaceous- Paleogene deposits, located between the transverse faults (Fig. 
3A). Characteristic features of these structures are the important indications of in 
terference folding which is a result of superposed deformation of various patterns 
and age (TI aT a JI ax a, C JI en bl x, 1974). Consequently, interference folding re
flects changes in the compression direction of this region during the Alpine cycle, 
from north-eastern into submeridional, i.e. approximately by 45•. Experiments car
ried out on equivalent material (Fig. 3B) confirmed the above expressed opinion 
about the possible controls of the interference structure. 

Conditions of formation of the regional structure 

The analysis of factual material, history of tectonic evolution and geodynamic envi
ronments of the Caucassian segment of the Mediterranean fold belt enables us to 
assume the following mechanism of formation of the North-Western Caucasian re
cent structure. 

As it was already mentioned, the linear character of the fold structures and 
their zonality, manifested in decrease of folding intensity in transverse direction from 
south-west to north-east, are characteristic of the Lower - Middle Jurassic and 
Upper Jurassic- Eocene stages. Monovergency of fold structure established in over
turning and tilting of folds towards south-west is another important peculiarity of 
these stages. These features point to the origin of folding due to tangential stresses 
acting from the south-west. 
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Fold-forming forces arose as a result of drifting of the Black Sea -
Transcaucasian Median mass under the North-Western Caucasus which took place 
in Adigeian (Bathonian) and Pyrenean (pre-Oligocene) phases of folding. Decrease 
of folding intensity towards north-east is connected with the weakening of the influ
ence of actively moving, to the north-east, Median mass. The very weak deformation 
of the Lower Jurassic- Eocene sequence, observed near the boundary of the Scythian 
platform, indicates its relative mobility during the fold-forming process (Fig. 4D). 

The regional structural analysis of the Caucasian segment of the Mediterranean 
fold belt has shown that in the Early - Middle Alpine stage the Caucasian region, 
having a general north-western trend, was affected by transverse compression. ori
ented from south-west to the north-east. Similar deformations took place during the 
Styrian (pre-Middle Miocene) and Attic (Upper Miocene) folding phases. During 
the two last folding phases, Oligocene - Lower Pliocene molases deposits of the 
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Fig. 4. A. Sketch of morphological types of the North-Western Caucasian folding. 
1 - Lower - Middle Jurassic stage; 2 - 7 Upper Jurassic - Eocene stage: 2 - zone of sharply 
compressed folding; 3 - zone of moderately compressed folding; 4 - zone of weakly compressed 
folding; 5 - monoclinal zone; 6 - Western-Kuban foredeep; 7 - development area of the Cretaceous
Paleogene flysch deposits within the limits of the Black Sea; 8- faults: A- Akhtirian; P- Primorski; 
9 - boundaries of folding zones (a - proven, b - supposed). 
B. Sketch of movement of the Black Sea - Transcaucasian Median Mass during Adigeian (Bathonian), 
Pyrenean (pre-Oligocene), Styrian (pre-Middle Miocene) and Attic (Upper Miocene) folding phases. 
Faults: A - Akhtirian, P - Primorski. 
C. Sketch of movement of the Black Sea - Transcaucasian Median Mass during the Rhodanian (pre
Middle Pliocene) and Valachian (pre-Quaternary) folding phases. 1- Scythian platform; 2- the Black 
Sea - Transcaucasian Median Mass; 3 - transverse faults: M - Moldavian; D - Dzankhotian; T -
Tuapse; G - Gudauta. 
D. Principal sketch for the fold structure formation mechanisms during Middle Alpine times 
1 -sedimentary layer; 2 -granitic layer; 3- ~basalt" layer; 4- underthrust zone; 5 -interzonal and 
intrazonal faults, bounding large basement bloks; 6 - direction of compression; 
BM - the Black Sea - Transcaucasian Median Mass; IFZ - zone of sharply compressed folding; 
ZMFZ - zone of moderately compressed folding; WFZ- zone of slightly compressed folding; MZ -
monoclinal zone; SP - Scythian platform. 
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North-Western Caucasus were dislocated (Fig. 4B). During the Late Alpine stage, 
after the Subhercynian folding phase, the geodynamic situation in the Caucasian 
segment has abruptly changed. A wave of deformation connected to the advance of 
the Arabian promontory extended from the south to north in submeridional direc
tion, reaching the Greater Caucasus only in pre-Mid Pliocene (Rhodanian) folding 
phase (f a M K p e JI H .n 3 e, r H o p r o 6 H a H H, 1987). During this process, move
ments along the submeridional transverse thrust, dissecting the fold structure of the 
North-Western Caucasus and Black Sea- Trancaucasian Median mass into sepa
rate blocks were renewed. 

Starting from the Rhodanian folding phase, blocks of the Black Sea -
Transcaucasian Median mass began to move submeridionally to the north and "in
jected" into the folded structure of the southern slope of the North-Western Caucasus. 
The movements of the blocks were followed by transformation and orientation change 
of the original linear fold stuctures which were initially of north western strike. As a 
result of superimposed deformations of various patterns and age, typical interfer
ence folding ocurred. Rupture dislocations were formed on different stages-of the 
development of the region: upthrusts, at the early stages, and at the later stages, -
upthrusts and low-angle overthrusts, along that meganticlinorium structures rest on 
the northern margin of the Median mass. Block movements of submeridional strike 
continued during the following Valachian folding phase that terminated the long 
evolution of the recent North-Western Caucasian folded system. 

Conclusions 

As a result of detailed studies, peculiarities of inner pattern of the folded structure of 
the North-Western Caucasus were found out. The main feature of the Lower -
Middle Jurassic structural unit is the multiordinal linear folding and its decrease 
from the South-West to the North-East. For the Upper Jurassic- Eocene unit, the 
revealed structural zones are not related with sediments of typical facies, and are 
expressed in successive change of intense folding by moderate, and then, by a weak 
one. This features were controlled by the intensity decrease of the horizontal folding 
forces, oriented from the South-West to the North-East, and occured in the result of 
underthrusting of the Black Sea - Transcaucasian median mass under the Great 
Caucasus. This region was characterized by such a direction of the one-sided tan
gential compression during the Early and Middle Alpine stages of evolution during 
the Bathonian, Pyrenean and Styrian phases of folding. The existence of interference 
folding is revealed on the North-Western Caucasus, and it occured during the Late 
Alpine stage (after the Attican phase of folding), as a result of change in the defor
mation plan from North-East to submeridional. Rupture dislocations were formed 
at the diferent stages of forming of fold structures. During the Early and Middle 
Alpine stages, longitudinal faults (mainly upthrusts) were formed by the tangential 
compression of South-West orientation. During the Late Alpine stage, sublatitudial 
upthrusts and low-angle overthrusts as well as diagonal wrench faults were formed 
by the submeridional horizontal compression from the South. The supposed under
thrusting of the Black Sea - Transcaucasian Median Mass was possibly caused by 
the rapprochement of the Arabian plate and the Scythian platform during the Al
pine stage of evolution of the North-Western Caucasus. 
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